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Introduction
What is the common point between a cryptograph, a bingo organizer and an Ethernet controller? All three use
random numbers: the cryptograph to ensure message confidentiality, the bingo organizer to “choose” the six good lotto
numbers and the Ethernet controller in case of a collision. So, every day, we use random numbers even if we don’t pay
attention on its. Most of this numbers are generated by a software pseudorandom number generator with all the
problems associated (finished period, lack of uniformity, correlation between successive values, reproducibility of the
sequences…).
We decided to propose an integrated circuit for random number generation. Here is an extract from the
requirements specification:
-

The component must be easy to drive (maximum one or two inputs, only parallel outputs)
The component must give hexadecimal random numbers on it output
The component must be able to generate a random number with at a frequency of 10 MHz

First of all, we will focus on every component implemented in our integrated circuit. Then we will see more
specifically how we put together all these components. Eventually, we will focus on our results: How well does our circuit
operate? What are it limits? What improvements could be added?
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1 Design of the integrated circuit
Many solutions are available to build an integrated circuit for random number generation. Here, we will just present
the solution we chose. The principal of the operation is based on a fast asynchronous counter whose counting will be
randomly stopped by an external action (whose speed should be very slow in comparison with counter period). This
external action can be, for example, caused by the user by pressing a switch: we will be back on this point latter (page
18).
In this first part, our aim is to present, with more and more details our creation. We will start with the general
counter and we will little by little we will approach silicon design.

1.1 Outer appearance
The integrated circuit for random number generation (also called ICRNG) proposed will have only one input and
four outputs (needed for a hexadecimal 4-bits output). The input (Vcmd) must permit to stop or start counting (according
its level): we have chosen a low-level active input (putting a “1” must allow counting).

Figure 1: Pin-out of the ICRNG
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1.2 Inner conception
1.2.1
Global internal schematic
As said before, our counter will count while count enable (CE) is active (= is high).

Figure 2: Internal simplified schematic

1.2.2
Counter internal schematic
Let’s see how we build the counter. As you can see on the schematic below we built a 4-bits counter thanks to four
D-flip-flop, one oscillator and one AND gate. The oscillator frequency will be defined later.
First of all, we designed and carefully tested every element composing our device, as follow.

Figure 3: Internal schematic of the counter
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1.2.3

Inverter

1.2.3.1

Model
This integrated circuit was made during the first lesson. This component is also very important for electronics:
this is demonstrated by the fact we used inverters for the oscillator (Figure 20), D-flip-flops (Figure 26) and NAND gate
(Figure 12).
The inverter is, in fact, a C-MOS (made with an N-MOS and a P-MOS connected to each other by their sources,
with N-MOS’ drain being connected to the ground and P-MOS’ drain connected to +Vcc).

Figure 4: Internal schematic of the invertor

1.2.3.2

Implementation
Accordingly, we created the following design on Microwind.

Figure 5: Layout of the inverter
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1.2.3.3

Test
We checked the behavior of the inverter through simulation:

Figure 6: Truth table of an inverter

Figure 7: Simulation of the inverter

The truth table is verified: the input is complementary to the output of the component.
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1.2.4
1.2.4.1

OR Gate

Model
The OR gate, implemented in the NAND gate (Figure 12) is made with several N-MOS and P-MOS as follows:

Figure 8: Internal schematic of the OR gate

1.2.4.2

Implementation
We designed the OR gate in Microwind :

Figure 9: Layout of the OR gate
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1.2.4.3

Test
The truth table of an OR gate is:

Figure 10: Truth table of an OR gate

We checked this table with our simulations.

Figure 11: Simulation of the OR gate

This gate is functional. Nonetheless, we have a peak on the output at the very beginning, due to the lack of reset
function to initialize the component.
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1.2.5

NAND Gate

1.2.5.1

Model
The NAND gates are used in different places in our integrated circuit: in AND Gates (Figure 16) and in the Dlatches (Figure 23). These gates are very important because of any Boolean function can be implemented with only NAND
gates. As we already had an inverter (made during the first lesson) we chose to realize the NAND gate using two inverters
and an OR gate.

Figure 12: Internal schematic of the NAND gate

1.2.5.2

Implementation
We obtain this layout:

Figure 13: Layout of the NAND gate
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1.2.5.3

Test
The truth table of a NAND gate must be the following:

Figure 14: Truth table of a NAND gate

Figure 15: Simulation of a NAND gate

This NAND gate is functional: we only have a logic ‘0’ on output when we have a logic ‘1’ on both inputs.
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1.2.6

AND Gate

1.2.6.1

Model
The AND gate presented on the counter’s schematic (Figure 3) is made with two NAND-gates .This design was
the simplest for us, as our D-latches are also only composed of NAND-gates, as it is shown a bit further in this report. This
allowed us to use the same circuit for both components.

Figure 16: Internal schematic of the AND gate

1.2.6.2

Implementation
Our model leads to the following layout:

Figure 17: Layout of the AND gate
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1.2.6.3

Test
We checked through simulation that the component verifies the truth table of an AND gate, which is:

Figure 18: Truth table of the AND gate

We obtained the following results:

Figure 19: Simulation of the AND gate

We can confirm that the component is well designed: it behaves accordingly to the truth table, as we only get
a logic ‘1’ on the output when both inputs are logic ‘1’. The peak on the output at the beginning of the simulation is only
due to the lack of a reset function that would initialize the component properly.
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1.2.7

Oscillator

1.2.7.1

Model
During the first lesson we have already done an oscillator (with three inverters): we will keep the same principle
to make the oscillator we need. The only difference will be on the design: at the beginning we were looking for an “as
fast as possible” oscillator, now we have to be enough slow to be compatible with the designed counter. We will back on
this point later.

Figure 20: Internal schematic of the oscillator

1.2.7.2

Implementation
We designed our oscillator so it isn’t too fast for our counter. In order to slow it down, we used five inverters
instead of three (indeed this type of ring oscillator works as long as the number of inverters is odd). We also widened the
gate in order to slow down the response of every inverter, as it widens the channel of each P or N-MOS.

Figure 21: Layout of the oscillator
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1.2.7.3

Test
We determined through simulation the output frequency of this oscillator.

Figure 22: Simulation of the oscillator

We have a frequency of 380 MHz. We managed to reduce the frequency, as it was of several decades of
Gigahertz for our initial version. We will see later on this report whether or not the counter will be able to count at such
a frequency.
1.2.8

D-latch

1.2.8.1

Model
The D-latches are made with only four NAND gates. This element is essential to our counter as its main
functionality is to remember its previous state, which is required to build a counter.

Figure 23: Internal schematic of the D-latch
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1.2.8.2

Implementation
This is our design on Microwind:

Figure 24: Layout of the D latch

design.

As this latch is very commonly used in our global circuit, we were careful concerning the compactness of our
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1.2.8.3

Test

Figure 25: Simulation of the D latch

This latch is functional. We can see that a D latch works “on level”. Indeed, if the Enable input (E on the previous
figure) is high (logic ’1’), the Q output (OUT on the figure) copies what is located on the INPUT. The NOTQ output (OUT2
on the figure) is simply the inverse of Q. On the contrary, when the Enable input is low (logic ‘0’), both outputs hold their
values until the next high level on E: this is the memory effect.
We can notice on the simulation that the Enable input has to be set to “high” to ensure the functioning of the
latch, which explains the behavior on both outputs at the very beginning of the simulation.
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1.2.9

D-flip-flop

1.2.9.1

Model
The D-flip-flops presented on the counter’s schematic (Figure 3) is made with two D-latches and one inverter.
Of course all four D-flip-flops integrated in our circuit are exactly the same.

Figure 26: Internal schematic of the D-flip-flop

1.2.9.2

Implementation
Here is our design for the D-flip-flop.

Figure 27: Layout of the D-flip-flop

1.2.9.3

Test
The purpose of such a flip-flop is to have the same behavior previously observed for a D latch but on rising
edge. Indeed, we want our counter to work on rising edge of a clock. The simulation gives us the following results:
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Figure 28: Simulation of the D-flip-flop

This flip-flop works as expected: on rising edge of Enable, Q (OUT) copies what is found on the input and NOTQ
(OUT2) the opposite. They both hold their value until the next rising edge on Enable.

1.3 General comments
We implemented several methods in order to enhance the efficiency of every component of our device (with
the exception of the oscillator, designed to be slow).
•

•
•

As the drain-to-source current IDS is proportional to

𝑊𝑊
𝐿𝐿

, with W the width of a channel and L its length

(distance separating source and drain), we enhanced our MOS by making them quite wide, but with
a short source-to-drain distance. This improves the switching frequency of our components.
We also reduced the propagation time by making as short as possible interconnections.
We reduced the surface of our MOS in order to decrease the stray capacitances, thus reducing the
rise and fall time and increasing the switching frequency.
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2 Final result
2.1 Interfacing advices
If our device was to be implemented in a package, we would have:

Figure 29: Advised interfacing of the ICRNG

Inputs (14):

I1: +5V

I2: start command

I3: not connected

I4: ground

Outputs (58): random hexadecimal number

2.2 Final device
2.2.1

Implementation
Once we had designed every component of our product, we put them together accordingly to the Figure 3:
Internal schematic of the counter. We purposely increased the organization of our device so its global surface is as small
as possible, which would reduce the costs as we would use less silicon to build it. We also limited the numbers of different
layers of metal to three: each additional layer is extremely expensive.
You can see below the final design of our device (Figure 30).
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Figure 30: Layout of the 4 bit asynchronous random number generator
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2.2.2

Tests
We first tried to see if our counter is functional at low frequency. We disconnected the oscillator and replaced
it by a software clock, with a frequency of 200 MHz. We had the following results:

Figure 31: Device's response at 200 MHz (with software oscillator)

First we can notice that the counter is functional: it counts on each clock’s rising edge when the button is
pressed by the user (Button to ‘1’ on the graph) and freezes if the button is released (Button to ‘0’). When the counter
reaches its maximal value (15), it is reset to 0 and the device counts again. We can already confirm that the device counts
at the clock’s frequency.
We determined the maximal frequency for our counter, simply by increasing the oscillator’s frequency until
the device does not work anymore. We have this phenomenon for fmax= 500MHz approximatively. As our homemade
oscillator has a frequency of 380 MHz, the full device should work. We can confirm it with the Figure below:

Figure 32: Test of the full device

The device is indeed functional and counts at a frequency of 380 MHz when the user button is pressed.
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2.2.3

Performances
First of all, our device is quite compact, with a size of 22 µm*12 µm.

Its power consumption is low (41 µW at 27°C), probably thanks to the reduced surface of the components, and
the short interconnections between them.
Afterwards, we applied to scenarios to the simulation:
•
•

“Best case scenario” : T=-50°C, thin oxide layer, voltage supply : VDD+15%*VDD, increased carrier
mobility
“Worst case scenario” : T=125°C, thick oxide layer, voltage supply VDD-15%*VDD

The results are summed up in the following table:
Consumption Power (µW)
Counting frequency (MHz)

Worst case scenario (case 1)
13.978
81.9

Best case scenario (case 2)
126
390

As expected, case 2 gives the best performances, with a counting frequency nearly five times higher than in
the “worst case scenario” (case 1). Thinner oxide layer, good supply and low temperature give very fast switching
frequency in every MOS of the circuit, which explain such good performances.
Consumption power is also much higher in case 2 (nearly ten times compared to case 1). Indeed, consumption
power of a C-MOS based circuit is proportional to the supply voltage and the circuit frequency as follow:
𝑃𝑃 𝛼𝛼 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠² ∗ 𝑓𝑓

As, in case 2, Vsupply is about 30% higher and f 5 times higher than in case 1, we understand that consumption
is much higher in that case, which leads to our observations. We can notice that the regular conditions used beforehand
(T=27°C, Vsupply=VDD) gives a very good compromise, with a counting frequency really near to the one obtained in case 2,
and a quite low consumption, near to the one obtained in case 1.
Finally, we tried to determine which range of temperature was suited for our device. For that, in the simulation
parameters of Microwind, we changed the conditions of simulation to typical (as it was in the first place) and just changed
the temperature. We find: Tmin=-238°C and Tmax=200°C. When Tmin is reached, the counter is too slow for the oscillator, as
seen in Figure 33. As this temperature is a bit too cold for the practice of Bingo, the result is satisfying.

Figure 33: Example of what happens when the components are too cold
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2.3 Opportunities for improvement
2.3.1

Asynchronous or synchronous counter?
In order to have satisfying results, the period of the oscillator must be, at least, twenty times shorter than the
duration of the of the stimulus on pin 2. We considered that the operator using our ICRNG will keep his finger during at
least 0.01 s on the button. If the ICRNG is drive by a human operator, a quite slow clock (380 MHz / period: 3 ns) allows
us to have good results.

At the beginning we were thinking that using an asynchronous will restraint the use of the ICRNG, in fact this
is the contrary. Even if a synchronous counter can be significantly faster than an asynchronous counter, its design is more
complicated, it needs more components, so it is more expensive, it consumes more energy… So chose an asynchronous
counter (and not a synchronous counter) was a good choice since we do not need extra speed.
2.3.2

Big-number generator
In many occasions, a 4-bits number is quite useless. The solution would be to use several different ICRNG. As
each silicon etching is unique: we can be sure that each one has its own oscillator-frequency. So, if we put in parallel two
ICRNG, we will have a perfect 8-bits random number. A second solution would be to use, as previously, two ICRNG but
with two different command-buttons: no one would be sure to press the two buttons at the same time.
2.3.3

Limited random numbers
Once again, a number between 0 and 2n can be quite useless for humans. If we want to draw a bingo, we need
only numbers between 1 and 90. The solution can come from a small software operation so we decided to not consider
the problem.
Software solution (written in C):

val = numb_rand %90 + 1;
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Conclusion
With an easy interfacing and a low energy consumption, the integrated circuit for random number generation
(also called ICRNG in this report) proposed can be useful for IT. With only one access, we can offer to the system a true
random number.

Finally, this project was not very difficult. We started with the CMOS inverter, and little by little we increased
the complexity of our project. In this way we built a first OR-gate, we reused it to build a NAND-gate then an AND-gate.
The story was the same with the AND-gate which allowed us to build D-latches and D-flip-flops. Thanks to this method,
we were able to pay attention to several design constraints as energy supply or minimum depth of the canals.

So, thanks to this EMCA Mini Project we could have enough time to grip with all the concepts presented by
Mr. Patrick TOUNSI. But, we also reused some skills acquired several years ago, concerning the latches, the flip-flops, the
counters or the logic gates. We particularly appreciated your help along our project. Your valuable advice concerning
design rules or electronics helped us to reach our aim, thank you. This was the first time we prepared such a long report
using Shakespeare’s language. Despite our efforts we probably made some language errors, but we could improve our
English redaction skills.

Figure 34: 3D process view of the device
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